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the objective of this solicitation is to demonstrate the capability of the sensing technology to
accurately and continuously measure ionic silver in spacecraft potable water systems. this will

enable mission concept development and design to better understand the potential of this sensor as
a future crew health instrument. this is important to nasa in that this technology may have both

direct operational use and be extrapolated for use in future crew health monitoring scenarios. it is
anticipated the nasa crew health monitoring use cases will be identified through the medical and
general instrumentation technology program. use of an industrial communication protocol allows

measurement of the “speed” of the data flow between devices, allowing the decisionmaking agent to
anticipate the impact of any local saturation or overload at the “end-point” where the data are used
and to allocate processing resources accordingly. this technique can be seen in the use of ethernet
and its higher-level data communications protocols (e.g., tcp/ip) for data communication over local

area networks (lans), including the internet. the communication protocol provides a method for
measuring the time it takes to send and receive data over a network and is defined by a set of rules
that govern the order in which messages are transmitted. one example is the transmission control

protocol/internet protocol (tcp/ip) that is widely used for transmitting data over the internet. as
network performance can degrade and overload can occur within the lan, a number of methods are

used to enhance performance. the data link control (dlc) was designed as a standard protocol to
address the problems encountered by ethernet layer devices. this was achieved by using a set of

functions that are common between both endpoints that need to communicate and a set of functions
that are unique to each side. these functions allow the application-layer to override certain protocol-
layer functions for the purpose of optimizing the performance of the network. the common functions

are called the media access control (mac) protocol functions. these functions are managed by the
mac layer device for the network and are responsible for advertising the ability of the network to
receive data and address the scheduling of the communication. the unique functions on each side

ensure efficient communication. they utilize a conflict resolution scheme for delivering frames to the
intended destination. these functions are termed the network interface device (nid) functions. one

example is the garp protocol that was developed to enhance the data rate of ethernet data by
reducing the conflict between data transmissions. data or messages transmitted over the network at

a time of congestion result in collisions, causing both messages to be discarded. the garp protocol
provides a formalized mechanism for requesting that a source network be spared these collisions. it
can be used either as an official or de facto standard. the garp protocol provides a procedure for a

source device to inform a destination that there is a problem with the communication on the
network. data link control encapsulates all layer 2 (data link layer) functions into layer 3 (network

layer) functionality. this approach is also referred to as functional encapsulation.
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an ows/iss-based tool for task management and support of alarm/instrument monitoring onboard iss
is required for the case of a pressurized module failure that incapacitates the power distribution unit

(pdu). this paper discusses the use of a mobile gateway sensor system with a combined wireless
sensor networks (wsn) device that resides on a battery pack. the technology is an important
component of the md2 power module that will provide power measurement capability and

communications with the wsn by utilizing its two main components, a mobile gateway sensor system
and a star trek-style in-fiber comms system. the proposed method provides the most accurate values
regarding the type of insulation, its quality and the degree of deterioration with its passivation layer.
analysis of the surface layer allows to determine the type of insulation. this method is accurate and
not time-consuming, and it is only necessary to carry out the analysis of the surface layer, which is
easy and inexpensive. the solution is based on the study of the surface layer in which the type of

insulation, its quality, and the degree of deterioration with the passivation layer is analyzed. a thin
layer (20-100 microm) of the surface layer is removed by rubbing with an oxidant. the procedure
provides the most accurate values regarding the type of insulation, its quality and the degree of

deterioration with its passivation layer. the transportation challenge that enables humans to reach
other celestial bodies is the ultimate display of the human capacity to forge the future. as humanity

expands into space, spacecraft propulsion development must increase in capability and
performance. space propulsion must also continually provide advances in fuels, systems, and

components to support future missions. 5ec8ef588b
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